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Opening Portlights
Requirements
The opening portlights on the market open inwards – there is one exception to this I have found:
http://www.svb24.com/index.php?sid=1d182547daa456138a713095582f197c&cl=details&cnid=12228
&anid=116623 .
In my opinion, inwards-opening portlights are irritating since drips fall into the boat and the portlights
cannot be left open unattended for the purposes of ventilation. The reason they open inwards is
because they are mostly to be found in the coachroof coamings; if they opened outwards they would be
a trip hazard for people walking on the side decks and would snag sheets. Some portlights will be found
in the hull where, in a monohull, they may be subjected to inundation and significant water pressure as
the yacht beats to windward in a choppy sea.
To cope with the ventilation problem we have mushroom and dorade vents, with the possible assistance
of solar-powered or battery-powered fans. When the boat is attended hatches can be used, of course,
but these have to closed for security reasons when the boat is left.
For Swing Cat I would like to avoid vents to keep the deck as streamlined as possible. Opening portlights
in the hull seem an obvious solution; however, they would have to open outwards. Because a
catamaran does not heel, they would not get the punishment they would in a monohull. For cosmetic
reasons I would like all portlights, fixed and opening, as well as hatches to have a similar look. To
enhance the streamlined look of Richards Woods’ catamarans all portlights should, ideally, be flush to
the hull sides.
The opening portlights have to fit as high up in the hulls as possible; this means between the sheer
gunwale and the first stringer. On Swing Cat this means that the hull opening cut in the plywood can be
no more than 150mm wide.

Design Parameters
To meet all these requirements from commercial sources is impossible – unless one gets the portlights
custom made. To avoid this expense, I thought I would investigate making them myself. Design
considerations are:







the window needs to evenly compress the seal all around by about 20%;
a backing plate should underlap the opening cut in the plywood with the underlap of sufficient
width to take the seal;
seal should be suitable for marine use – e.g. a hatch seal of closed-cell expanded neoprene;
cutting hinge rebates in the window should be avoided if possible because it might prove
difficult to get a good seal at that point;
any hardware exposed to the outside environment (hinges, bolts etc) must be marine quality
stainless steel;
window should be acrylic (at least 8mm) or polycarbonate (at least 6 mm);



all openings and closings should be routed from the same template using bushes to ensure the
same shape, although different sizes, for the plywood opening, the window and the backing
plate.

An Opening Portlight Design
The portlight design used is shown in Figure 1 in the open position and in Figure 2 in the closed position.
The hinge is fixed to the gunwale and the window itself beds down onto a seal fixed to a backing plate.
The overall dimensions are shown in the plan view in Figure 3.
A cranked hinge (http://www.locksonline.co.uk/acatalog/Marine_Grade_Cranked_hinge_.html) is used
with the size of the crank such that when closed the right amount of compression is applied to the seal.
The hinge is attached to the outside of the window so that it lifts the window off the seal and the
surface of the window in contact with the seal is unblemished. A surface mount hinge could also be
used.
Countersink machine screws (http://www.seaware.co.uk/Marine/Fastening-SS/SS-Machine-Screws.aspx
) with washers and dome nuts fix the hinge to the window. The through holes in the window should be
a slightly wider diameter than the screws and hinge holes, which are 4mm. Window fittings should have
a gasket of silicone between the fixing plate and the window.
Seals should be designed for marine use such as those offered by
http://www.sealsdirect.co.uk/shopping.asp?intDepartmentId=4 . Expanded neoprene hatch seals are
used, fixed to the back plate with a waterproof contact glue.
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Figure 1: Portlight (Side View) in Open Position
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Figure 2: Portlight (Side View) in Closed Position
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Making the Opening Portlight – First Prototype
A template is made from which all openings, and the window, are routed using bushes (e.g.
http://www.axminster.co.uk/routing-guides-and-guide-bushes-dept829118_pg1/ ) of different
diameters. The bushes required to give all the shapes are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Use of Bushes to Rout Required Shapes

I don’t have a bush of 48mm, so I routed a 2nd template from the first to give a shape about halfway in
between the openings given by the first template, and required for the backing plate; the 2nd template
was then used to give the actual backing plate opening.
A prototype was then built to test the concept. This can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The prototype
was tested with a high-pressure hose; the top and bottom were completely watertight but there was a
very small amount of seepage from the sides.

Figure 5: Portlight Prototype No. 1 – Outside View

The lessons learned from this exercise were:







the seal should only be glued on the bottom, not the sides, since gluing to the sides of the
openings means the seal does not compress properly;
there should be 2 catches along the bottom since the polycarbonate window bows slightly with
a catch only in the middle – it was the lack of compression of the seal at the sides which allowed
a dribble of water through;
one cannot rely on bushes giving millimetre precision – they faithfully follow the template but,
to get the required dimensions, a 24mm bush might be called for despite the maths indicating
26mm;
finger-tight pressure is needed on the nuts until the silicone sealant has cured, otherwise most
of the sealant is squeezed out giving a dry joint which will eventually leak – after curing the bolts
can be tightened giving a good waterproof gasket between hinge or catch and window.

Figure 6: Portlight Prototype No. 1 – Inside View

In conclusion:




the window sits almost flush with the hull looking simple, streamlined and elegant
the small leaks can be corrected for;
applying the experience gained from making the prototype, there is no reason why this simple
home-made design should not be fit for purpose as well as looking good.

Making the Opening Portlight – Second Prototype
To ensure a similar look to the portlight installation, a template was built to cut the rebates for the
hinges and window catches. A trimming router cutter was used to follow the pattern and set to the
correct depth.
The result is shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. The portlight has also been made slightly longer than
before but has the same height as before. The backing plate is screwed and glued to the ply hull, as well
as the gunwale and stringer. The screw holes will be filled and covered with glass cloth when sheathing
the outside of the hull.

Figure 7: Portlight Prototype No. 2 – Outside View

Figure 8: Portlight Prototype No. 2 – Inside View

The second prototype was tested, as the first, by playing a high pressure jet of water over the outside
for several minutes – see Figure 9. The result was satisfactory – see Figure 10; note that no water came
through the hinges despite the second prototype lacking the silicone gasket the final portlights will have.

Figure 9: Testing Portlight

Figure 10: Portlight – Nice & Dry!

Final Touches - Portlights
What I really want are friction hinges and catches which remain horizontal when the portlight is open.
As they come, hinges and catches are very loose and floppy making it very difficult to keep the portlight
ajar without another piece of window furniture, such as a stay. To avoid having to have a stay, the
hinges are taken apart and then put back together again with plastic washers between the hinge leafs –
see Figure 7. A bit of silicone smeared on the hinge pin also helps. The catches were rendered stiff
using just silicone – excess silicone was trimmed off with a razor blade when dry, giving a neat finish;
this has been done on the catch on the left in Figure 10, but not the one on the right.
The final portlights, installed on the starboard hull, can be seen in Figure 11 and Figure 12.

Figure 11: Finished Portlight - Outside

Figure 12: Finished Portlight - Inside

Hatches
If you want a quick boat build, don’t make your own hatches. It is also difficult to do as good a job as
the manufacturers, who have spent years in R&D and have incorporated into their products feedback
from real-world experience. Furthermore, cheap hatches can be found using the Internet. However, if
you want wooden hatches to fit both curved and flat decks and want them all to look the same, then
you might feel you have to go down this route – I did.
The hatch, described, is a square lid containing a clear lens which fits over a lip and rests on the deck.
The lip is called a coaming and consists of 2 thicknesses of 9mm marine plywood: the inner skin extends
through the hatch opening, down into the hull and is fixed to the carlins, supporting the deck; the outer
skin is glued to the inner skin and to the deck, overlapping the join between the inner skin and the hull.
Construction of the coaming is shown in Figure 14. The hatch opening, framed by the coaming is 500mm
square.
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Figure 13: Cross-Section of Hatch

A double seal is made between the hatch and the deck, forming the first seal, and between the top of
the coaming and the underneath of the lens, forming the second. See Figure 13 for details. The seals
are put under compression by the hatch hardware when the hatch is closed, creating a watertight join.

Figure 14: Fore-Hatch Coamings

The lid, that is to say the hatch cover, is made out of Iroko, a popular alternative to teak. The lens, 6mm
thick polycarbonate, fits in a rebate in the hatch cover’s rim. For the rear hatches, which are on a flat
deck, the rebate was cut at the same time as trimming the coaming, while the hatch cover was held in
position. This ensures that the lens is a close fit with the top of the coaming. A router with a jig was
made to do this in one operation – see Figure 15.

Figure 15: Trimming Rear Hatch Coamings and Lens Rebate Simultaneously to Same Height

For the fore hatches, the deck is curved. The coamings were first shaped to match this curve, see Figure
14. Then the hatch cover was mitred, squared and glued. Because of the curve, I couldn’t work out how
to do a jig for the fore hatches which simultaneously cut the rebate in the hatch cover and trimmed the
coamings to the same height. So, the rebate was cut by the router and the multi-tool was used to trim
the coaming to the same height as the bottom of the hatch rebate. You can see what I mean in Figure
16. If I had not trimmed enough, I sanded down to the rebate, if too much (and I did both!), then I had
to build up with epoxy filler. As I said, making hatches is a time consuming business.

Figure 16: Trimming Fore Hatch Coamings to same Height as the Lens Rebate

Ordinary chrome-plated window stays were used to hold the hatch open; one stay to each side, so the
hatch can withstand a buffeting from a gust. The hatches were hinged on their outer edge, rather than
fore or aft. This was done to minimise the open hatch getting in the way of other deck activities and so
that the hatch cover can be supported by the lifelines. The hinges are stainless steel with studs which
permit nuts to be attached from below deck. The hinge pins are on top, so that the hinges can be fixed
flush with the deck. An excellent source of such hinges can be found at
http://www.solentmarine.co.uk/acatalog/Marine-Hinges.html.

Figure 17: Rear Hatch Furniture

In-line toggle catches are excellent at providing sufficient compression of the closed-cell neoprene seals.
This can be seen in Figure 18. It is also possible to lock the hatch in one of several positions, including
closed. This gives some measure of security at anchor, when sleeping with the hatch open – see Figure
19.

Figure 18: Toggle Catches Can Easily be Set Up to Provide Compression of the Seals When Closed

Figure 19: Locks for the Stays

To finish off the hatches, the seals and the silicone sealant were painted over with 1 coat of primer and
two coats of the deck paint. The layers of paint provide protection against UV radiation. Figure 20
shows the final result.

Figure 20: Finished Fore Hatch

Dorade Vents
The well-known Dorade vent or box, named after the Olin-Stephens-designed ocean racer Dorade built
in 1929, is shown in Figure 21. Air can pass through into, or out of, the cabin below, but water gets
trapped by internal baffles and drains out through limber holes. This type of vent provides much better
protection from water ingress than having a mushroom vent or cowl directly over the hole in the area to
be vented – the taller the internal baffles, the more of them there are and the bigger the box, the better
the protection.
There are a few of design constraints.






To deflect waves washing across the deck, the vent should present a curved surface to any
wavefront. Most designs are squared with a sloping face facing the most likely wave direction.
In my design I have an oval cross-section and rounded corners – see Figure 22. This shape will
deflect waves from any direction. Five mm flexible plywood is used to create the oval shape.
The outside and inside of the vent are coated with several coats of epoxy.
To avoid any constriction in the air flow the cross-sectional areas through which the air passes
must be at least as big as the area of the external vent. That is, in Figure 21,
o Area D = Area C = Area B >= Area A.
In a storm one would be concerned about possible capsize. It must therefore be possible to
close the vent to stop water getting into the cabin when the vent is submerged. To do this, the
mushroom vent must be able to be closed and the limber hole must be capable of being plugged
by a bung.
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Figure 21: Cross Section Through a Typical Dorade Vent

Figure 22: Dorade Vents with Oval Cross-Section

Drawer Unit Design
The draw unit problem is: how to decide upon the height of each drawer? One could have each drawer
the same size, but drawer units look better if lower drawers are deeper than higher ones. It was
decided to base the drawer sizes on root rectangles, part of a proportioning system devised by the artist
Jay Hambridge (1867-1924). His theory of Dynamic Symmetry is based upon his studies of Greek
architecture, sculpture and ceramics, married to arithmetic. His ideas are widely used in furniture

design. A root rectangle has the ratio of its longer and shorter sides in the proportion √1, √2, √3, √4, √5
etc..
To design drawers in this way one starts with a square with sides equal to the width of the drawer unit.
Then root rectangles are drawn as shown in Figure 23. The height of each drawer is given by subtracting
the long side of one root rectangle from the long side of the next in sequence.
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Figure 23: Determining Drawer Heights Using Root Rectangles

There is a problem with this approach: if you have a given width and overall height for the drawer unit,
the sum of the heights of each drawer might not equal the overall height. To cope with this, vary the
height of the square, from which the root rectangles are calculated, in this spreadsheet
root_rectangles.xlsx, until the overall height is what you want.

For example, I had a space of 475mm by 672mm into which a drawer unit had to fit. Starting with a
square of 475mm by 475mm gave a drawer unit of 4 drawers with overall height 587mm, which was too
small. Varying the height of the “square” by trial and error, I got the required height, see Figure 24. So a
deviation from the dynamic symmetry proposed by Hambridge, but only a small one! The result is
shown in Figure 25. I think it is self-evidently more pleasing to the eye than if the drawers were all the
same height.

Root Rectangles
Dimensions of "Square" from Which the Root Rectangles are Calculated
width of "square" = desired width of drawer unit
height of "square" (ideally = width, but vary to give desired height of drawer unit)

475 mm
505 mm

Widths of the Drawers Calculated from the Root Rectangles
top drawer
2nd drawer from top
2nd drawer from bottom
bottom drawer
desired height of drawer unit

133
148
172
218
672

Figure 24: Example of Four-Drawer Unit Calculated from Spreadsheet root_rectangles.xlsx
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Figure 25: Drawer Unit Built Using the Principles Outlined

The drawers run on waxed ‘L’-shaped runners made out of hardwood – a moulding bought from the
local DIY store. There is a ‘stop’, so the drawer does not slide inside the door unit and a ‘bar’ across the
top so the drawer does not ‘tip’ when pulled out. The catches used are ‘elbow’ catches which are
opened by inserting one’s fore finger through a teak ring in the front of the door - see Figure 26 and
Figure 27.

Figure 26: Construction of Drawer Unit

Figure 27: Elbow Catch and Teak Ring

Through-deck Fittings
Fitting deck hardware needs as much thought as through-hull fittings. Some deck hardware is routinely
under tremendous strain – e.g. winches and chain plates. Other deck hardware may have to deal
occasionally with heavy shock loads – e.g. stanchions. The deck itself may have to be reinforced to deal
with these forces.

There is also the risk of water ingress. Of course, deck hardware is bedded on sealant but this can
deteriorate with age and repeated flexing can cause the seal to leak over time. If water gets into the
core of the deck, via the holes drilled to fit the hardware, rot can set in and, over time, decks can
become spongy.
To solve both problems takes care, but it can easily be done. There are two basic ideas:



don’t drill through the deck at all - mount everything on a sacrificial bit of timber;
protect the holes made for screws or bolts with epoxy resin.

The methodology differs according to whether the piece of hardware is being bolted or screwed to the
deck.

Through Bolting of Hardware to Deck
Figure 28 illustrates the methodology adopted on Swing Cat. The steps followed are detailed below.









First operation:
drill oversize hole in deck;
manufacture a backing plate using few bits of spare glass laminated together (in practice these
were made in batches);
fix them to underneath of deck using thickened epoxy with dabs of hot-melt glue to hold the
plate in position until the epoxy sets;
pour in liquid epoxy from above – this soaks into the exposed endgrain of the ply.
Second operation:
when set, drill desired hole through middle of epoxy and right through the backing plate;
through bolt deck fitting, using some shake-proof arrangement, on a thick layer of polysulphide
sealant – do not tighten.
Third operation:
after polysuphide has set tighten nuts, putting the polysulphide sealant under pressure.

This may seem a lot of work but can be done in three operations, as indicated. Even if you didn’t use the
epoxy to prevent any water soaking into the core, you would still need to perform the first and third
operations.

glass + epoxy deck
sheathing

epoxy filling hole

deck hardware (e.g.
stanchion base)

plywood core

epoxy-laminated glass
backing plate

penny washer
polysulphide sealant
spring washer

Figure 28: Bolting Through the Deck

The backing plates were laminated out of 2 layers of 600 gm/sq m biaxial cloth. They were no more
than about 2 to 3 mm thick, but very strong and rigid. They are very effective at spreading the load and
stopping the nut and washer from crushing the plywood sheet. The penny washer spreads the load too
and the spring washer stops the nut coming undone through vibration.

Screwing hardware to Deck
Sometimes one is fixing into a carlin or a gunwale so a through bolt cannot be used. Here, one can
adopt a very similar methodology to the one shown in Figure 28. Obviously, there is no backing plate,
nut or washer; instead the hole through the epoxy is threaded using appropriate taps (e.g. a tapered tap
followed by a plug tap) and a machine screw is used.
An alternative method was used when the number of screws was large and the load on each screw
small. The trampoline net was fixed to the boat using 75 lacing eyes and 37 sail slides – see Figure 29. I
am afraid I baulked at treating150 holes in the manner described above. Instead, each 3mm pilot hole
was wetted out with epoxy using TePe brushes and a 2.5mm drill to force epoxy right to the bottom of
the hole; putting the drill tip into the hole first, and rotating it by hand anticlockwise, had the effect of
pulling the resin into the hole along the drill’s flutes. A small amount of resin will surround the hole
after doing this – don’t wipe it off; use it instead to help seal the fitting to the hull or deck. Wetting the
screw’s threads with resin, just before use, was also done.
Where fewer screws were used, the screw was withdrawn before the epoxy hardened and a second
coating of the hole was carried out.

Figure 29: Lacing Eyes Screwed to Hull

An Example – Fitting the Mainsheet Track
An example that illustrates many of these principles and also an interesting variant is the fitting of the
mainsheet track to the aft beam. The problem is that the bolts holding the track in place need to be
undone but there will be no access to the nuts once the track assembly is in place and thus nowhere to
put a spanner.
First, drill oversize holes for the bolts and glass the inside of the assembly to be added to the aft beam –
see Figure 30. One is looking down on the top of the Assembly with the glass visible through the holes.

Figure 30: Drilling Oversize Holes for Mainsheet Track

Add thickened epoxy to fill in the holes, glass the top of the assembly and then drill bolt-sized holes
through the bolt holes in the track – approximately through the centre of the previous holes – see Figure
31.

Figure 31: Drilling Holes Just for Bolts

Bolt the mainsheet track in place (using in our case A41 M8 bolts, washers and nuts), turn the Assembly
over and pour resin around the nuts and cover with glass. See Figure 32. Once the resin has cured, the
nuts will be fixed in place. Before the final cure phase, but after the resin has become tack-free, remove
the bolts – while they are still easy to remove!
After the final cure phase refit the mainsheet track by replacing the bolts. If resin has wicked up the
threads you might have to remove it using a tap of the right thread (M8 in our case), as shown in Figure
33. This only happened on one thread (out of over 30).
Finally remove track and replace after applying a suitable sealant – Polysulphide or Sikaflex.

1

A4 is 316 stainless steel, A2 is 304 stainless steel.

Figure 32: Fixing Nuts Permanently in Place

Figure 33: Cleaning up Thread

Netting Between the Hulls
Many multihulls need netting – to fill any big holes between the hulls into which someone could fall.
With Swing Cat, one net is required to fill the space between the netting beam and the bridgedeck,
between the hulls – see Figure 34. Figure 34 shows a trapezium shape is the closest fit possible for a net
with straight edges.
The dimensions of the net depend upon the desired lacing gap and the chord. The chord is the depth of
curvature of the hull between the netting beam and the bridgedeck – measured as 3.3cm. The lacing
gap should be at least 6cm, although a lot depends upon how the net is being laced. This means that
the lacing gap at each corner is 9.5cm, but less in the centre. In Figure 34, the minimum lacing gap
(perpendicular to the net) is calculated as 5.8cm.

379 cm (hull to hull)
372 cm (hull to hull – 2*chord)
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θ
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Calculations
chord = 3.5 cm
θ = tan-1[(379-297)/2/149]
= 15.50
min lacing gap = 6*cosθ
= 6*cos15.5 = 5.8 cm
Net Dimensions
forward edge = 372-6*2 = 360 cm
aft edge
= 297-6*2 = 285 cm
perpendicular
distance
= 149-7*2 = 135 cm
side edges = 135/cos15.5 = 140 cm

Figure 34: Swing Cat’s Forward Net or Trampoline

Nets can be made out of a mesh (with small holes), netting (with larger holes) or webbing (like a
trampoline). On Swing Cat we have a trampoline, which is the strongest type of net; it can be made with
holes large enough to let water through when at sea, but small enough to be comfortable enough to
walk on or lie on when at anchor.
A UK-based manufacturer could not be found so the net was ordered from the US from Sunrise Yacht
Products. They have an excellent website (http://www.multihullnets.com/) where you can learn all
there is to learn about various types of nets and the different ways of attaching them to a boat.

The net is tensioned from each corner and by lacing along each side – see Figure 35. This means that 8
bits of rope are securing it so, if one fails, it will not be a disaster for the person standing on the net. 108
attachment points are used to spread the load and the cord used is 6mm double braid for strength and
low-stretch.

Figure 35: Lacing Details

Cockpit
The cockpit construction is shown in Figure 36. The 12mm plywood panels are butt-jointed together
and glassed on the underside. Glassing was done before fitting to avoid having to apply epoxy resin
overhead.
On top of the plywood panels is a cockpit sole (or floor), sloping slightly aft to assist water run-off away
from the cabin entrance. The framing is constructed out of 2”x1” PSE Douglas Fir, although the rail,
forming the inboard edge of the cockpit lockers, is 2”x2” PSE with the cross-section shown in Figure 37.
The rails’ outside edge is rounded for comfort, when sitting on the cockpit lockers. The rails are also
rebated for flush fitting of the plywood sides and top.
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Figure 36: Cockpit Construction Details
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Figure 37: Cross-section of Cockpit Rail

Estimating Epoxy Resin Requirements
In the UK, West System epoxy costs about £400 for a 30kg C Pack: 25kg of resin and 5kg of hardener. A
sheet of marine ply has an area of 3m2. How much resin does it take glass a sheet of marine ply? If you
want an easy-to-remember answer jump ahead to equation (3) below, if, on the other hand, you want a
discussion, read on!
From http://www.westsystem.com/ss/estimating-epoxy-amounts/ we have the formula:
𝐸 = 𝐴 × [(𝑊 × 0.00085) + 0.0075]
Where:
 E = US gallons of mixed epoxy (i.e. resin plus hardener)
 A = total area to be covered in ft2
 W= weight of cloth in oz/yd2
This includes priming the ply with a coat of resin, wetting out the cloth, filling the weave and then a final
coat of resin.
Now
 1 US gallon of West System epoxy resin (specific gravity of 1.18) weighs 1.18x3.785=4.4663kg
 1 ft2 = 0.092903m2
 1 oz/yd2 = 33.91 gm/m2
To convert the above equation to metric we do:
𝐸𝑚
𝐴𝑚
𝑊𝑚
=
× [(
× 0.00085) + 0.0075]
4.4663 0.092903
33.91
Where:
 Em = kg of mixed epoxy

Am = total area to be covered in m2
 Wm= weight of cloth in gm/m2
𝐸𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚 × [(𝑊𝑚 × 0.0012) + 0.36]____________(1)
To check this I approached Wessex Resins & Adhesives, techinfo@wessex-resins.com . This is what they
said:
As promised please find below an estimate of quantities required for sheathing a 7m² area with 600g/m²
Biaxial Glass cloth.
1. Priming of the hull 7m² (135g/m²) = 0.945kg of mixed 105/205
2. Wetting out 600g/m² Biaxial glass cloth on the hull at resin to fibre ratio of 1:1 over 7m² = 4.200kg of
mixed 105/205
3. Wetting out 83g/m² Peel Ply over the glass at a resin to fibre ratio of 1:1 = 0.581kg of mixed 105/205
4. First fill coat of epoxy once the peel ply has been removed 7m² (135g/m²) = 0.945kg of mixed 105/205
5. Second fill coat of epoxy 7m² (135g/m²) = 0.945kg of mixed 105/205
Putting this information into an equation one can use for any area to be covered, gives:
𝐸𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚 × [(𝑊𝑚 × 0.001) + 0.488]________________(2)

Equation (2) is similar to (1). If one removes the use of Peel Ply from the above equation, which is not
included in Equation (1) we have:
𝐸𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚 × [(𝑊𝑚 × 0.001) + 0.405]____________(3)
Equations (1) and (3) are very similar. Equation (3) is easier to remember; if one converts the weight of
cloth form its usual expression of gm/m2 (or gsm) to kg/m2 then the equation is very easy to remember:
𝐸𝑚 = 𝐴𝑚 × (𝑊𝑀 + 0.4)___________(3)
Where WM = weight of cloth in kq/m2
So, using 600 gsm cloth, a sheet of ply will require approximately 3kg of mixed resin (and cost £40 just
for the resin). For 300 gsm cloth a sheet of ply will require approximately 2.1kg of mixed resin.

Bridle Wire Assembly
The bridle wire assembly spans the two hulls and goes over the gull striker on the netting beam. Its job
is to counteract the pull on the netting beam caused by the forestay. See Figure 38 for construction
details.
Assembly:
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400mm 7mm 1x19 s/s wire

Assembly:
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Figure 38: Bridle Wire Assembly

Assembly:
7mm swaged eye to 7mm
swaged forged eye via
400mm 7mm 1x19 s/s wire

Outboard Motor Nacelle
The outboard motor nacelle is required to position the motor at the right height, thus enabling the prop
to drive the boat in a seaway without coming out of the water in the trough of a wave. Getting that
positioning correct is very tricky since a lot depends upon the length of the motor’s shaft or leg, and this
varies from make to make and even between models from the same manufacturer. The recommended
motor is the long shaft, high thrust, Yamaha 9.9HP 4-stroke outboard motor; this is fitted on lots of
yachts and canal boats. In Figure 39, Figure 40 and Figure 41, one can see this motor in a nacelle of the
Eclipse Blue Note.

Figure 39: Example of a Nacelle(for a Yamaha 9.9hp Outboard) on the Port Side of an Eclipse

Such a nacelle provides the following functionality:





holds motor at the correct height, as described above, but what is the correct height?
protects the outboard motor from the sea surging between the hulls when in forward motion
(hence its pointed shape);
allows access from the cockpit above, so the motor can be tilted, have its oil checked, etc.;
is sufficiently far aft that it can be coupled to the tillers – see Figure 44.

The correct height appears to be when the cavitation plate on the outboard motor is approximately
150mm (6 inches) below the waterline. The shaft, or leg height, is the distance between the top of the
motor’s transom brackets to the cavitation plate – see Figure 42.

Figure 40: Example of a Nacelle on the Starboard Side of the Same Eclipse

Design Details
The nacelle for Swing Cat is to have a transom whose height above the water level can be adjusted. The
reasons for wanting such adjustments are:




it is good to have some flexibility since the position of the waterline is not known with certainty;
in rough conditions, one might want to have the motor lower than normal so the prop does not
come out of the water;
if one has to use another motor, say with a shorter shaft, there is a way of adjusting the height
of the transom.

The difference between the short and long shaft models of the Yamaha 9.9HP motor is 127mm. It was
therefore decided to make the transom adjustable by 130mm. This will enable both a short or a long
shaft motor to be used, with the cavitation plate 150mm below the waterline, or a long shaft motor to
be adjusted so its cavitation plate is between 150mm and 280mm below the waterline – see Figure 42
and Figure 43.

Figure 41: Close Up of Starboard Nacelle

The nacelle has to be firmly fixed to the boat for obvious reasons. Therefore, all joints need to have 3
strips of overlapping biaxial glass cloth of 600 gm/sq m. During construction, bronze screws should be
used wherever possible.

Figure 42: Position of Outboard with Transom in the “Up” Position

Figure 43: Position of Outboard with Transom in the “Down” PositioOutboard Motor Controls

The outboard motor will be steered with ropes attached to both tillers as shown in Figure 44.

Figure 44: Control Ropes Attached for Steering, Raising and Lowering the Outboard Motor

Anchoring Arrangements
Debate over the best anchoring hardware is a perennial topic amongst sailors on the WWW. What
hardware should I be relying on the Eclipse – a 32ft (9.9m) catamaran? The main loading on any boat is
windage and the load increases according to the square of the wind speed. The load determines the
size of the components.
http://www.practical-sailor.com/issues/37_17/features/anchor_testing_rode_loads_10784-1.html

https://coxengineering.sharepoint.com/Pages/Chaindefinitions.aspx

http://www.saltyjohn.co.uk/resources/Anchor%20system%20selection.pdf

http://www.boatus.com/boattech/casey/anchors-and-rodes.asp

http://www.marinescene.co.uk/product/13037/lofrans-royal-manual-windlass8mm/?gclid=COqp_qWR7cYCFUGJ2wodh00NNA

